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How STRONG Is A Wall?
What’s Your Style?

Stonemasons are stoneworkers who put together some very artsy and very strong walls!

Look at some of the different mason styles below. Which style do you think is the strongest?
Which do you think is the nicest-looking?

Try It!
Using Lego™ pieces, try making samples of each of the types of walls
above. Try twisting and applying forces to the walls to predict which will
hold up best in our next test…

Building Blocks: Bricks!
When building a wall, there are plenty of bricks to choose from.
Which of the six bricks on the right would you have chosen for your
wall?
Which brick do you think would be the best in a cold climate? Which
would be the best in a hot climate?
Which brick do you think would make the best wall to support a
roof?
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Name:

A Strong Wall!
Materials:
•
•
•

Dominoes	
  
Clay	
  
Record	
  Sheet	
  (Pg.	
  253) 	
  

Instructions:
1. Build a wall with the dominoes aligned
one on top of the other Use the clay as
mortar to hold the dominoes together.

2. Test the strength and durability of the
wall by lifting it in the middle.

3. Build another wall with the dominoes
where alternate rows are aligned. Test
this wall.

4. Try coming up with your own pattern and
building it. Was it able to withstand the test?

Talk About It!

Wall Hunt!

1. Which wall held together better? Why do
you think this is?

2. Where you surprised that some of the
walls weren’t as strong as you expected?

Walk around your school and look at the walls
you see. Why
do you think
the builders
chose that
particlar
alignment?

Test it!
1. Choose your strongest wall, bring it to the water tub and use a water can to see if it can
withstand water.
a) Why do we do this test?
2. Twist your wall a bit to see how durable it is. Do you think it would be strong on uneven
ground?
a) Why did we do this test?
3. Device a test to see if your wall will buckle.
a) Why did we do this test?
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